Abstract-Over the last few decades, a number of differential evolution (DE) algorithms have been proposed with excellent performance on mathematical benchmarks. However, like any other optimization algorithm, the success of DE is highly dependent on the search operators and control parameters that are often decided a priori. The selection of the parameter values is itself a combinatorial optimization problem. Although a considerable number of investigations have been conducted with regards to parameter selection, it is known to be a tedious task. In this paper, a DE algorithm is proposed that uses a new mechanism to dynamically select the best performing combinations of parameters (amplification factor, crossover rate, and the population size) for a problem during the course of a single run. The performance of the algorithm is judged by solving three well known sets of optimization test problems (two constrained and one unconstrained). The results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm not only saves the computational time, but also shows better performance over the state-of-the-art algorithms. The proposed mechanism can easily be applied to other population-based algorithms.
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I. Introduction

O
PTIMIZATION is a challenging area of research spanning across the fields of computer science, operations research, and engineering. Optimization problems can be either constrained or unconstrained. Constrained optimization is different from its unconstrained counterpart, as it needs to optimize the objective function while satisfying the functional constraints and variable bounds. Constrained optimization problems (COPs) can be classified into many different categories based on the nature of the problems and their mathematical properties. In any problem, the type of constraint can be either equality or inequality or both. The objective and constraint functions may possess different properties such as linear and/or nonlinear, continuous or discontinuous, and unimodal or multimodal. The feasible space could be a single bounded region or a collection of multiple disjoint regions. The feasible region could even be unbounded in some problems. The optimal solution may exist either on the boundary or The authors are with the School of Engineering and Information Technology, University of New South Wales, Canberra 2600, Australia (e-mail: r.sarker@adfa.edu.au; s.elsayed@adfa.edu.au; t.ray@adfa.edu.au).
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TEVC. 2013.2281528 in the interior of the feasible space. A large number of variables and constraints may also add to the complexity of the problem. Evolutionary algorithms (EAs), such as genetic algorithms (GA) [1] , differential evolution (DE) [2] , evolution strategies (ES) [3] , and evolutionary programming (EP) [4] , have a long history of successfully solving optimization problems. Among EAs, DE has shown significant success in solving different numerical optimization problems (both constrained and unconstrained, and black-box) [5] , [6] . However, the choice of the control parameters plays a pivotal role in the performance of DE algorithms. While both the choice of the search operators and the control parameters affect the performance, our focus in this paper is on the control parameters (such as amplification factor, crossover rate, and the population size) and not on the search operators (such as mutation and crossover variants). In solving any optimization problem, the selection of the right combination of parameters is itself a combinatorial optimization problem. Parameter tuning, which is a trial-and-error approach, is widely used for parameter selection and is known to be tedious [7] . Using such a trialand-error approach, a single set of parameters is usually selected based on the average performance of the algorithm over the class of test problems. Due to the variability of the underlying mathematical properties of the optimization problems, a fixed set of control parameters that suits well for one problem, or a class of problems does not guarantee that it will work well for another class, or range of problems. That is, the best set of parameters is problem dependent. To ensure best performance of the algorithm, one must choose the right set of parameters for each and every problem which is a nontrivial task. In addition, a set of parameters that works well at the early stages of the evolution process may not perform well at the later stages and vice versa.
The idea of parameter adaptation was introduced at least two decades ago in the context of GA [8] . In DE, many different mechanisms have been introduced to select and/or manage the dynamic changes of the control parameters. Based on how the control parameters are adapted, the mechanisms can be classified into three classes [9] . These classes are briefly described as follows: 1) deterministic parameter control in which parameters are changed based on some deterministic rules, regardless of any feedback from the algorithm, i.e., the time-dependent change of the mutation rates [10] ; 2) adaptive parameter control in which parameters are dynamically updated, based on learning from the evolution process [11] , [12] ; and 3) self-adaptive parameter control in which parameters are directly encoded within individuals and undergo recombination. The adaptive and self-adaptive mechanisms outperformed the classical DE algorithms (without parameter control) in terms of the reliability and rate of convergence for many benchmark problems [11] - [13] . Some of these algorithms have been applied to unconstrained problems, where it dynamically adapted either one of the three control parameters (crossover rate, amplification factor, or the population size), or two of them together (crossover rate and amplification factor). To the best of our knowledge, only a few algorithms reported in the literature adapted all three control parameters together [14] , [15] . In addition, existing investigations usually suggested a single set of parameters for all the problems under consideration. Note that some of the investigations, which determine the parameters using the traditional parametric analysis concept, require a huge number of trials.
In this paper, a DE algorithm with dynamic selection of three control parameters is proposed for solving optimization problems. We introduce the algorithm as DE-DPS. In the proposed algorithm, three sets of parameters are considered: the first set is for the amplification factor, the second is for the crossover rate, while the third is for the population size. Each individual in the population is assigned a random combination of amplification factor (F) and crossover rate (Cr). The success rate of each combination is recorded for a certain number of generations and the better performing combinations are applied for a number of subsequent generations. This process is recognized as a cycle. Based on the success rate, the number of combinations is reduced in subsequent cycles. At the beginning of each cycle, the success rates of the current combinations are reinitialized to zero and after every few cycles, the process restarts with all combinations of parameters.
To judge the efficiency of the proposed algorithm, three well known sets of optimization test problems (from the IEEE CEC competition problem sets: CEC2006 [16] and CEC2010 constrained problem sets [17] , and CEC2005 unconstrained problem set [18] ) have been solved. The proposed algorithm shows consistently better performance in comparison to other state-of-the-art algorithms. Interestingly, on a single run basis, the proposed algorithm reduces the average computational time significantly in comparison to a DE with a single set of parameters. The approach outlined in this paper not only offers an excellent choice for parameter selection, but also offers a better solution with lower computational effort. The comparisons based on the performance profiles indicate that the proposed algorithm performs consistently better for not only the constrained optimization problems but also for the unconstrained problem sets considered in this paper.
This paper is organized as follows. After the introduction, Section II presents the DE algorithm with an overview of its parameters. Section III describes the design of the proposed algorithm. The experimental results and the analysis of those results are presented in Section IV. Finally, conclusions and future work are given in Section V.
II. Differential Evolution
In this section, the commonly used operators and parameters of DE are discussed.
First, we define the key terms that are used in this section. A target vector ( X z,t ) is a parent vector in generation t of an individual z. A mutant vector ( V z,t ) is the vector obtained through the mutation operation, which is also known as the donor vector. A trial vector ( U) is an offspring that is obtained by recombining the mutant vector with the parent vector.
A. Mutation
In the simplest form of mutation, V z,t is generated by multiplying the amplification factor F by the difference of two random vectors, and the result is added to another third random vector
where r 1 , r 2 , r 3 are random numbers {1,2, ..., PS}, r 1 = r 2 = r 3 = z, x is a decision vector, PS is the population size, t is the current generation, and F is a positive control parameter (amplification factor) for scaling the difference vectors. This operation enables DE to explore the search space and maintain diversity. There are many strategies for mutation, such as DE/rand-to-best/2 [12] , rand/2/dir [19] , DE/currentto-best/1 [20] , and DE/Current-to-pbest [21] . For more details, readers are referred to [5] .
B. Crossover
In DE, two crossover operators (exponential and binomial) are commonly used. These crossover operators are briefly discussed as follows.
In an exponential crossover, an integer l is randomly chosen within the range {1, D}, where D is the number of decision variables. This integer acts as a starting point in X z,t , from where the crossover or exchange of components with V z,t starts. Another integer L is chosen from the interval {1, D-l} [5] .
The trial vector ( U) is formed by inheriting the values of variables in locations l to l + L from the mutant vector and the remaining ones from the parent vector.
The binomial crossover is performed on each of the j th variables whenever a randomly picked number (between 0 and 1) is less than or equal to a crossover rate (Cr). The generation number is indicated here by t. In this case, the number of parameters inherited from the donor has a (nearly) binomial distribution
where rand ∈ [0, 1], and j rand ∈ {1, 2, . . ., D} is a randomly chosen index, which ensures U z,t gets at least one component from V z,t
C. Brief Review and Analysis
In this subsection, we provide a brief review on the selection of DE parameters and strategies.
1) DE Parameters Settings:
Various studies recommended different values for each parameter (the amplification factor F , the crossover rate Cr, and population size PS). For example, Storn and Price [2] recommended a population size of 5D-20D (D denotes the number of variables of the problem) and an F value of 0.5. Gamperle et al. [22] evaluated different parameter settings of DE, where they found that a plausible choice of PS is between 3D and 8D, with the amplification factor F = 0.6 and the crossover rate Cr bounded between [0.3, 0.9]. Ronkkonen et al. [23] indicated that the amplification factor (F) is typically between 0.40 and 0.95 with F = 0.9 being a good first choice. Furthermore, the value of the crossover rate (Cr) typically lies in the range [0,0.2] when the function is separable and within the range of [0.9, 1] when the function's variables are dependent.
Abbass [24] proposed a self-adaptive operator (crossover and mutation) for multiobjective optimization problems, where the amplification factor F is generated using a Gaussian distribution N(0, 1). This technique has been modified in [25] . Zaharie [26] proposed a parameter adaptation strategy for DE based on the idea of controlling the population diversity, and implemented a multiple population approach. Qin et al. [12] proposed a novel differential evolution algorithm (SaDE), where the choice of the learning strategy and the two control parameters F and Cr are not required to be prespecified. The parameter F, in SaDE, is approximated by a normal distribution N (0.5, 0.3), and truncated to the interval (0, 2]. Such an approach could maintain both the intensification (with small F values) and diversity (with large F values) during the course of search. The crossover probabilities were randomly generated according to an independent normal distribution with mean Cr m and standard deviation 0.1. The Cr m values remain fixed for five generations before the next regeneration. Cr m was initialized to 0.5, and it was updated every 25 generations based on the recorded successful Cr values since the last Cr m update.
Using fuzzy logic controllers, Liu and Lampinen [27] introduced a fuzzy adaptive differential evolution, whose inputs incorporated the relative function values and individuals of successive generations to adapt the parameters for mutation and crossover.
Brest et al. [11] proposed a self-adaptation scheme for the DE control parameters, known as jDE. The control parameters were adjusted by means of evolution of F and Cr. In jDE, a set of F and Cr values was assigned to each individual in the population, augmenting the dimensions of each vector. In jDE, new F t+1 and Cr t+1 were calculated as follows:
where rand 1 , rand 2 , rand 3 , rand 4 are uniform random values
Zhang et al. [21] proposed an adaptive differential evolution algorithm with optional external memory (JADE). In JADE, at each generation, the crossover probability Cr z of each individual x z was independently generated according to a normal distribution of mean μCr and standard deviation of 0.1, that is Cr = randn z (μCr, 0.1) z (5) and then truncated to [0, 1] . μCr was initialized at a value of 0.5 and updated as follows:
where c is a positive constant between 0 and 1 and mean A(.) is the usual arithmetic mean, SCr is the set of all successful crossover probabilities at generation t. Similarly, F z of each individual x z was independently generated according to a Cauchy distribution with location parameter μF and scale parameter 0.1
and then truncated to be 1 if F z >1, or regenerated if F z <0. SF is the set of all successful mutation factors at generation t. The location parameter μF was initialized to 0.5 and subsequently updated at the end of each generation as
where mean L(.) is the Lehmer mean
Das et al. [28] introduced two schemes for adapting the scale factor F in DE. In the first scheme, called DERSF, [DE with a random scale factor (RSF)], F was randomly chosen between 0.5 and 1.0. In the second scheme, F was initialized with a value of 1.0, and then linearly reduced to 0.1 during the process of evolution. Zamuda et al. [29] introduced differential evolution with self-adaptation and local search for the constrained multiobjective optimization algorithm (DECMOSA-SQP), which incorporates a self-adaptive mechanism from DEMOwSA algorithm and a SQP local search.
2) DE Operators: Yong et al. [30] developed a composite DE algorithm (CoDE), wherein a new trial vector was created by randomly combining three trial DE strategies with three control parameter settings at each generation. Thus, three trial vectors were generated for each target vector and the best among them made its way to the population of the next generation if it was better than its target vector. The algorithm demonstrated competitive performance on a set of unconstrained test problems.
Fialho et al. [31] proposed an adaptive strategy selection (AdapSS) paradigm, in which an online selection of the mutation strategy was performed for the generation of each new individual. AdapSS used two components: 1) credit assignment scheme, and 2) strategy selection method. The algorithm was assessed on the BBOB test suite and demonstrated good performance.
Gong et al. [32] used two different techniques (probability matching and adaptive pursuit) within DE to separately select the most suitable DE strategy. Furthermore, four credit assignment methods were assessed based on their relative fitness improvements. The two variants were evaluated on a set of unconstrained problems, and showed superior performance over other state-of-the-art algorithms.
Da Silva et al. [33] proposed a DE algorithm with an adaptive penalty technique for solving a set of constrained problems. Moreover, they introduced a dynamic mechanism to select the best performing mutation operator, out of four, during the process of evolution.
Yang et al. [34] introduced a self-adaptive clusteringbased DE with composite trial vector generation strategies (SaCoCDE), in which the population was divided into different subsets by a clustering algorithm. The algorithm was tested on a set of unconstrained problems and showed highly competitive performance when compared with the state-of-the-art DE algorithms.
Zamuda and Brest [35] proposed an algorithm that incorporated two multiple mutation strategies into jDE, and introduced a population reduction methodology in [15] . The algorithm was tested on 22 real-world applications. The algorithm showed better performance over two other algorithms.
Based on the original version in [36] , Tvrdiík and Polaákovaá [37] proposed a DE based algorithm for solving a set of constrained optimization problems. In their algorithm, with a probability (q k ), one set of control parameters was selected out of 12 available sets, and during the evolution process, q k was updated based on the success rate in previous steps. The algorithm was ranked eighth in the CEC2010 competition.
Mallipeddi and Suganthan [38] proposed an ensemble of parallel populations based on a DE algorithm, in which three different population sizes were used. Each population was assigned a prescribed number of fitness evaluations, which were adaptively updated according to the population's success in the previous generation.
Mallipeddi et al. [39] proposed an ensemble of mutation strategies and control parameters within DE (EPSDE). In EPSDE, a pool of distinct mutation strategies, along with a pool of values for each control parameter, coexists throughout the evolution process and competes to produce offspring. The algorithm has been used to solve a set of unconstrained problems.
III. DE With Dynamic Parameters Selection
In this section, the proposed algorithm (DE-DPS) is described, followed by the details of the constraint handling technique used in this paper.
A. Algorithm
In this paper, our purpose is to find the most appropriate parameters (F, Cr, and PS) during various stages of evolution process for any given problem. The sets for the parameters F, Cr, and PS are defined as F set , Cr set andPS set , where The pseudocode of the algorithm is presented in Table I . In the first step, PS nps (i.e., the population with the largest size considered in this paper) random individuals are generated within the variable bounds. Each individual in the population X z is assigned a random F (F z ) and a random Cr (Cr z ) (see Fig. 1 ). The number of combinations (tot.com) for F and Cr is equal to a nf ×ncr. Note that there are nps population sizes.
For each zth individual in the population, a new offspring is generated first via a mutation operator that is further modified via a crossover operation. To perform mutation, three individuals are used, two of which are randomly selected from the population, while the third base parent is selected from between [a, b] , where a is set to 10% and b is set to 50% in this paper, i.e., the performance of the base parent is between 10% and 50% of the individuals in the population (note that the population is sorted, based on the fitness function and/or constraint violation, before the mutation step). Following the mutation operation, the crossover is performed between the individual generated via the above mutation process and the zth individual in the population. Mathematically, the process can be presented as follows:
where ϕ is a random integer number within a range [a, b] . The introduction of these parameters (ϕ, a, and b), as discussed above, will have a balancing effect between two mutation strategies DE/rand/1 and DE/best/1. They are further discussed in the next section. z ∈ {1, 2, . . ., PS} and r 1 and r 2 are random integer numbers ∈{1, 2, ..., PS}, r 1 = r 2 = z.
If the new offspring is better than its parent, i.e., the ith individual in the population, it will be accepted and the success of a combination y (com.suc y ) is increased by one, i.e., com.suc y = com.suc y + 1, where y = 1, 2, . . ., tot.com.
The above process is repeated for CS generations. At the end of CS generations, the better performing PS nps−1 individuals are kept in the population, while the remaining individuals are transferred to an archive. The number of combinations of F and Cr values is also reduced to half, i.e., the better combinations of F and Cr are preserved based on the success of the combination. The ranking of any combination (y) is calculated using the following equation:
com.suc y the number of individuals used a combination y (11) where a higher value of Rank y is a better performing combination. Individuals in the population of size PS nps−1 are randomly assigned F and Cr values from this reduced list. The process of evolution uses the same mutation and crossover strategy and is allowed to evolve for CS generations. This process is repeated until all population sizes are considered. At the end of this stage, the performance ranking of all population sizes is computed, using the equation shown in Step 6.1 in Table I to decide the appropriate population size. The performance ranking of any population size represents the average performance per individual in the population for all parameter combinations over CS generations.
In the event PS nps is selected, the best individuals from the archive are added to make the current population size (PS i ) equal to PS nps . The numbers of combinations of F and Cr values are also reduced to half based on the success as described earlier. The selected population of size (PS i ) is allowed to evolve for (η − nps) × CS generations wherein after every CS generation, the numbers of combinations of F and Cr are reduced to half until the number of combinations reaches 1. The above steps are referred to as a cycle. At the end of each cycle, the success tables and the archives are reset to null, the total number of combinations is reset to tot.com, and the population size is reset to PS nps . The cycles continue until the termination criterion is met. To clarify, an example with two population sizes (100 and 75, i.e., nps = 2) and 64 combinations of y is considered. The population size 100 will evolve for CS generations with 64 combinations, then the population size 75 will evolve for CS generations with 32 combinations, and finally the selected population size (either 100 or 75) will be fixed for the next (η − 2) ×CS = 4CS generations.
B. Discussions on Related Issues
In this section, we discuss a few issues relevant to the algorithm design and implementation.
In the evolution process, for a given problem, the relative performance of each combination may vary with the progression of generations. This behavior means that one combination may work well at the early (or some) stages of the search process and may perform poorly at the later (or some other) stages, or vice versa. So, it is inappropriate to give equal emphasis on all of the combinations throughout the entire process of evolution. To give a higher emphasis on the better performing combinations in a given stage of the evolution process, it is proposed that the random assignment of the parameter combinations is applied for a fixed number of generations (say CS).
The parameter combinations are assigned randomly to individuals without replacement. This means that one combination will be assigned strictly to one individual if the population size is less than or equal to the number of combinations. If the population size is larger than the number of combinations, all combinations are assigned to at least one individual. Depending on the number of combinations and population size, one combination may be assigned to more than one individual and there is a possibility that some combinations may not be assigned at all. The ranking of any assigned combination (y) is calculated using (11) and the ranking of any unassigned combination is set to zero.
C. Constraint Handling
In this paper, one of the most popular constraint handling techniques, which was proposed in [40] has been used. The method of comparison relies on the use of the following conditions: 1) between two feasible solutions, the fittest one (according to fitness function) is better; 2) a feasible solution is always better than an infeasible one; and 3) between two infeasible solutions, the one having the smaller sum of constraint violation is preferred.
In this research, the sum of constraint violation is calculated as follows: (12) where g e ( x) is the kth inequality constraint, and h e ( x) is the eth equality constraint. The equality constraints are transformed into inequalities of the form, where ε is a small value −ε≤h e ( x) ≤ε for e = 1, . . ., E.
Note that the superiority of feasible solutions constraint handling technique [40] does not require user-defined parameters. However, it may lead to premature convergence [41] . 
IV. Experimental Results
In this section, the computational results of different algorithms are presented and analyzed using three different benchmark problem sets. Two of them are constrained optimization problem sets taken from the IEEE-CEC Competition held in 2006 [16] and 2010 [17] , while the third is an unconstrained problem set used in the 2005 [18] competition. First, we ran different variants of DE for solving 24 benchmark problems from CEC2006 [16] and analyzed their results. The effect of the number of parameter combinations, as well as the number of population sizes, is analyzed. All the algorithms have been coded using MATLAB 7.8.0 (R2009a), and have been run on a PC with a 3.0-GHz Core 2 Duo processor, a 3.5-GB RAM, and windows XP.
For convenience of reading, the parameter symbols and their possible values considered in this research are provided in Table II .
A. DE With Different Parameters
Here, a DE algorithm with eight different parameter combinations is tested. The DE uses (10) as a mutation operator and utilizes the binomial crossover. The eight variants are shown in Table III . These values are selected based on the literature discussed in Section II-C.
The motivation of this section is to show that there is no single combination of DE parameters that is always better for all types of problems. To add to this, our purpose is to show that the proposed algorithm is better than such DE algorithms in regard to the quality of solutions and the computation time across a variety of problems.
Considering parameters settings, ϕ is a random integer number within a range [a, b], a = 10% and b = 50% of PS, where PS was set to 100 individuals. Twenty-five independent runs were conducted for each DE variant. For the equality constraints, the ε parameter was set to 0.0001. The stopping criterion was to run each test problem for up to 240 000 fitness evaluations (FEs). The detailed results [best, median, average, worst, and standard deviation (St.d)] are available in the supplementary document (link is provided at the end of this paper).
None of the variants could solve g20 and g22 test problems, and hence these two problems were removed from our analysis. Considering the remaining 22 test problems, the results of the proposed algorithm are the best for DE1 and DE8 with a 100% feasibility ratio. The feasibility ratios for all the variants are presented in Table IV .
Based on the number of optimal solutions obtained, DE1 and DE8 performed the best. The number of optimal solutions for all variants is shown in Table V. As can be seen from  Tables IV and V , although DE5's feasibility ratio is lower than DE2, DE3, and DE4, it is able to obtain optimality in more test problems. It is also clear that the reduction of crossover rate leads to worse results, as is seen in DE7.
Considering the best and the average results, a comparative analysis is presented in Table VI . To explain the results, for example, the variants DE1 and DE2 obtained the best fitness values in nine and seven test problems, respectively. Both the variants obtained equal fitness in 13 test problems. From this table, it is clear that DE1 and DE8 are the best variants although they are worse for few different problems.
To compare the performance of these algorithms graphically, the performance profiles [42] are plotted. The performance profiles are a tool to compare the performance, of a set of algorithms using a set of test problems, using a comparison goal (such as the computational time and the average number of fitness evaluations) to obtain a certain level, of a performance indicator (such as optimal fitness). In this section, our goal is g s,p = , where B(g A,p ) is the best, and Rho s (τ) = 1 number of problems |{p ∈ P : R s,p ≤τ} is the probability for algorithm s ∈ S that a performance ratio R s,p is within a factor Tau (τ) ∈ R of the best possible ratio. The function (Rho s ) is the (cumulative) distribution function for the performance ratio.
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Based on the abovementioned measure, the performance profiles of eight variants of DE are depicted in Fig. 2 . From this figure, although DE5 has the highest probability to be the optimal variant at the beginning, DE1 and DE8 are able to reach probability of 1 first with τ of 11 and 11.2, respectively.
To study the difference between any two stochastic algorithms in a more meaningful way, a test based on the statistical significance of the results is performed. A nonparametric test, the Wilcoxon signed rank test [43] , is chosen that allows us to judge the difference between paired scores when assumptions required by the paired-samples t test may not be valid, such as a normally distributed population. As a null hypothesis, it is assumed that there is no significant difference between the best and/or mean values of two samples. Whereas the alternative hypothesis is that there is a significant difference in the best and/or mean fitness values of the two samples, with a significance level of 5%. Based on the test results, one of three signs (+, −, and ≈) is assigned for the comparison of any two algorithms (shown in the last column), where the "+" sign means the first algorithm is significantly better than the second, the "−" sign means that the first algorithm is significantly worse, and the "≈" sign means that there is no significant difference between the two algorithms. The results are shown in Table VI (the last column) . From this table, it is clear that DE1 and DE8 are the best.
To continue our analysis, the average computational time for each algorithm is compared. The computational time was calculated as the average time consumed to reach the best known solutions with an error 0.0001, i.e., the stopping criteria
.0001], where f ( − → x * ) is the best known solutions, over all test problems. The summary results are shown in Table VII . From this table, DE1 is the best. Also, all variants of the proposed algorithm are faster than a DE algorithm.
Finally, as a sample, a convergence plot for all of the variants, for problems g02 and g10, is presented in Fig. 3 . It can be seen from this figure that DE5 is able to converge quickly for these two problems.
B. Effect of ϕ
As introduced earlier, in generating individuals with (10), we used a parameter φ that will make a balance between DE/rand/1 and DE/best/1. Here, we would like to show the impact of this new individual generation scheme by comparing the DE variant with the proposed scheme (named DE1) with both DE/rand/1 and DE/best/1. To do this, 22 test problems from the CEC2006 set were solved by each of these three variants with F = 0.95, Cr = 0.95, 25 runs and 240K FEs.
Based on the computational results, DE1 is better than DE/rand/1 for eight and seven test problems in regard to the best and average results, respectively, and both variants are the same for the rest of test problems. Considering the best results obtained, DE1 shows its superiority to DE/best/1 for two problems, while it is worse for only one test problem. In addition, DE1 is better than DE/best/1 for 11 test problems, based on the average results, while both of them are able to obtain the same average results for the remaining test problems.
Based on the Wilcoxon test, DE1 is statistically better than DE/rand/1 for both the best and the average results. Moreover, DE1 is statistically better than DE/best/1 in regard to the average results, while there is no significant difference based on the best results. From the above analysis, it is clear that the new individual generation scheme has a positive impact on the performance of the proposed algorithm.
C. Analyzing Effect of Number of Combinations
The effect of the number of combinations (tot.com) on the performance of DE-DPS is analyzed. As seen from the results obtained, none of the versions could solve g20 and g22. From the literature, there is no feasible solution for g20, while for g22 it is rare to come across a feasible solution [16] . So these two problems are excluded from these comparisons.
As observed, all variants are able to obtain a 100% feasibility ratio. best with savings in time of 9.0101% and 9.0104% in comparison to DE1. It is worth mentioning here that all variants are faster than the DE1. Interestingly, with the higher the number of combinations it consumes a lower average computational time per generation. However, the overall average time to converge to a quality solution is lower than the variants with fewer parameter combinations. This finding justifies the research considering many parameter combinations. From the analysis, it is clear that the increase in the number of combinations leads to better results, as well as savings in the computational time.
To this end, few convergence patterns for all variants are presented in Fig. 4 . This figure reveals that DE-DPS-63 is able to quickly reach the optimality. For ease of explanation, DE-DPS is referred to DE-DPS-63 in the remaining sections of this paper.
D. Analyzing the Effect of CS
In this section, the effect of CS, which decides the reduction of the number of combinations, is analyzed. To do this, different experiments were run by setting CS to 10, 25, 50, and 75 generations. All other parameters are set as those in the previous section. The detailed results are shown in the supplementary document (link is provided at the end of the paper). For all the 22 test problems considered earlier, all of those versions could obtain a 100% feasibility ratio. Based on the best results, all of the variants were able to obtain the optimal solution for 22 test problems, except DE-DPS with CS = 10, which obtained the optimal solution for 21 test problems. The average results are presented in Table X , while the performance profiles are depicted in Fig. 5 . Based on these results, although using CS = 50 has the second highest probability at the beginning, using this value has the ability to solve all problems first, i.e., reaching a probability of 1 when τ equals to 1.31.
These results show that DE-DPS with CS = 50 is slightly better. However, the Wilcoxon test does not show any significant difference among the variants.
In regard to the average computational time (see Table XI ), it is clear that DE-DPS with CS = 50 is the fastest one. This means that DE-DPS with CS = 50 is able to save the computational time by 14.48% in comparison to DE1.
E. Analyzing Effect of η
As mentioned earlier, after η×CS generations, all parameters are initialized to their initial settings. Therefore, in this section, the effect of η is analyzed. Note that the maximum value of η is calculated as follows:
For instance, if tot.com is 64, then η is 6 (the reduction in each step is as follows: 64 →32 → 16 → 8 → 4 → 2 → 1). Thus, to analyze the effect of this parameter, different experiments were run by changing η to 3, 4, 5, and 6. This means that the restart point will be at 150, 200, 250 and 300 generations, respectively, and a comparison summary among these variants is presented in Table XII . Based on these results, it is clear that DE-DPS with η = 4 is the best choice. Furthermore, both the Wilcoxon test results in Table XII , and the performance profiles based on the average results in Fig. 6 , confirm this conclusion.
The average computational time of each DE-DPS with its η value is reported in Table XIII . From this table, it is clear that DE-DPS with η = 4 is the fastest one. It is also important to observe the variation of F and Cr during the course of evolution. To do this, the corresponding best parameter values during the evolution process, for different test problems, are presented in Fig. 6 . From this figure, it is clear that no fixed combination is the best during the entire evolution process for all test problems. For instance, F ∈ [0.9 − 0.99] is favorable for g03, while it not the case for g23. As a consequence, the proposed algorithm is able to adapt the parameters based on the problem type which is the main purpose of this research.
F. Comparison to State-of-the-Art Algorithms
The first 13 problems of the CEC2006 test set have been widely used for performance testing. The detailed results of DE-DPS (DE-DPS-63, with CS = 50, PS set = {75, 100} and η = 4) are provided in Table XVII , along with that of the stateof-the-art algorithms such as: 1) modified differential evolution (MDE) [44] ; 2) self-adaptive multioperator differential evolution (SAMO-DE) [25] ; 3) adaptive penalty formulation with GA (APF-GA) [45] ; 4) ensemble of constraint handling techniques based on evolutionary programming (ECHT-EP2) [46] ; 5) self-adaptive differential evolution (jDE2) [47] ; 6) selfadaptive differential evolution (SaDE) [13] ; and 7) adaptive tradeoff model with evolution strategy (ATMES) [48] .
It should be mentioned here that DE-DPS, SAMO-DE, ECHT-EP2, ATEMS used 240K FEs, while MDE, APF-GA, jDE, and SaDE use 500K FEs. The parameter ε for DE-DPS, SAMO-DE, ECHT-EP2, APF-GA, MDE, jDE2, and SaDE was set to 1.0E-04, while it was set to 5.0E-06 for ATMES. All algorithms solved 22 test problems, except ATMES, in which only the 13 test problems were solved.
From Table XVII , as indicated earlier, DE-DPS was able to obtain the optimal solutions for all of the test problems, while the algorithms MDE, SAMO-DE, APF-GA, ECHT-EP2, jDE2, and SaDE were able to obtain the optimal solutions for 20, 21, 17, 19, 20, and 22 test problems, respectively. However, Furthermore, the performance profile is presented in Fig. 7 . From this figure, it is concluded that DE-DPS is the first algorithm that is able to solve all problems when τ equals 38.4. jDE2, SaDE, and MDE are competitive, while SAMO-DE and APF-GA are the worst.
It is also interesting to show the significant difference between DE-DPS and all other algorithms, based on the statistical test. For this purpose, the results' summary is presented in Table XIV . This table reveals that DE-DPS is superior to APF-GA, jDE2, SaDE, and ATMES in regards to the average results, while there is no significant difference based on the best average results. Furthermore, there is no significant difference between DE-DPS and all other algorithms based on the best and average fitness values.
G. Solving CEC2010 Constrained Problems
As indicated earlier, we also solved another set of 36 test instances (18 problems each with 10 and 30 dimensions) that were introduced in CEC2010 [17] , and have compared our results with a DE algorithm which won the CEC2010 Constrained Optimization Competition, as well other two other algorithms that used dynamic mechanisms to tune the DE parameters. The algorithm was run 25 times for each test problem, where the stopping criterion was to run for up to 200K FEs for 10D instances, and 600K FEs for 30D.
The detailed computational results for both the 10D and the 30D instances are shown in Table XVIII other two DE algorithms that use a mechanism to adapt the control parameters. These two algorithms are an ensemble of constrained handling techniques based on a DE algorithm (ECHT-DE) [50] and improved jDE (jDEsoco) [51] . It is important to highlight that DE-DPS was able to reach 100% feasibility ratio for both the 10-D and 30-D instances, but ε DEag attained 100% feasibility ratio for only 35 out of the 36 test instances, while it only obtained a 12% feasibility ratio for C12 with 30-D. The average feasibility ratio for ECHT-DE is less than 100% for 10-D and 30-D, while jDEsoco obtained a 98% feasibility ratio. Note that, the "*" in Table XVIII for C12 means that it includes infeasible solutions in calculating means and other parameters.
Considering the quality of the solutions obtained, a summary is reported in Table XV . From this table, DE-DPS shows superior performance to the other algorithms for majority of the test problems, especially for the 30-D instances.
Due to lack of appropriate data from the published algorithms, the performance profiles are defined in this section with a different comparison goal. In these cases, the optimal solutions are not known for many problems and no algorithm recorded the fitness evaluations used to obtain a predefined fitness value. For this reason, the comparison goal is defined as the average fitness value obtained after running the algorithms for a fixed number of fitness evaluations (such as 200K and 600K FEs for the 10-D and 30-D problems, respectively). The performance profiles are depicted in Fig. 8 . This figure shows that DE-DPS has the probability of 0.9 or more to obtain the best fitness value for both the 10-D and 30-D problems, and reached 1 with τ equals to 1700 and 45 000, respectively. It is also clear that ε DEag has the second best performing algorithm for the 10-D. In addition to this, with small values of τ, ECHT-DE shows competitive performance with jDEsoco. However, jDEsoco is better than ECHT-DE with higher value of τ.
Furthermore, the performance of DE-DPS is statistically better than ε DEag in regard to both the best and average results for the 30-D test problems, while the performance of DE-DPS is statistically better in regard to the average results for the 10-D test problems. The performance of DE-DPS is also better than ECHT-DE with regard to the average results for both the 10-D and the 30-D test problems. In comparison to jDEsoco, DE-DPS outperforms jDEsoco with regard both the best and average results.
H. Scaling Analysis
In this analysis, the relationship between the dimensionality of the test problem and the average number of function evaluations needed to find solutions with the tolerance limit (here is equal to 0.0001) is derived. Two test problems from CEC 2010, i.e., C07 and C09, have been chosen for the purpose. The problems are known to be difficult as the objective function is nonseparable, multimodal and is shifted by a matrix shi. Considering the constraints, C07, contains an in-equality constraint that is separable, multimodal and also shifted by the same matrix, while C09 contains an equality constraint with the same properties as in C07. The optimal solutions of these two problems are at f (x * ) = 0. Both problems have been solved using different dimensions, i.e., D = 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 variables. For each D, the algorithm was run over 50 trials, and the average fitness evaluations were recorded to reach the stopping criteria. It must be mentioned here that up to only 30 variables are used, as the available data are up to 30 dimensions. and the coefficient of determination is equal to 98.84%; this means that the line is highly fitted. This encouraging result demonstrates that the algorithm is efficient and scales well with increasing dimension. In addition, the presented lines appear quite smooth, suggesting that DE-DPS is well designed.
I. Solving Unconstrained Problems (CEC2005)
In this section, we solve and analyze the algorithm on 25 unconstrained problems (from the CEC2005 competition) with 30 dimensions [18] . These problems have different mathematical properties, in which f 01 tof 05 are shifted and/or Results on all of these test problems were derived based on 25 runs, where the maximum fitness evaluations were set to 300K. The values of the parameters are the same as used in the previous sections. We have reported the mean error values from the optimal solutions of our algorithm, as reported by other researchers, along with other algorithms JADE [21] , jDE [11] , SaDE [12] , EPSDE [39] , and CoDE [28] , in Table XIX. A comparison summary is shown in Table XVI . From this table, DE-DPS is clearly better for the majority of the test problems. Furthermore, the performance of DE-DPS is statistically better than all other algorithms, except EPSDE, in which there is no significant difference.
The performance profiles are depicted in Fig. 10 with the comparison goal as the average fitness values after 300 000 fitness evaluations. Note that the data are not available to consider other comparison goals. Based on this figure, DE-DPS is the best algorithm, as it is able to reach 1 when τ = 6.25. To add to this, all JADE, SaDE, and CODE are competitive, while both jDE and EPSDE are the worst algorithms.
To this end, a sample of different convergence plots of DE-DPS is presented in Fig. 11 . 
J. Contribution of Population Size Switching
The benefit of switching the population size, during the evolution process, is demonstrated using two test problems (F04 and F11). We have solved these two test problems using our algorithm with fixed population sizes of 75 and 100 (i.e., without population adaptation option), and with an option of switching between these two population sizes (as of the proposed DP-DPS algorithm). The convergence plots, comparing these three population size options, are shown in Fig. 12 . In the figure, the x-axis represents the number of fitness evaluations and the y-axis represents the deviation from the optimal fitness value (in log scale). In this figure, it shows that the population switching option (with two population sizes, 75 and 100) converges much faster than single population option with size of either 75 or 100. When comparing between two single population options, population size 100 has a slower convergence pattern than population size 75. From this result, it can be concluded that DP-DPS with the population size switching option helps converge quickly to optimality (or near optimality) compared to the fixed population size option.
V. Conclusion and Future Work
During the last few decades, DE algorithms have shown superior performance over other nature inspired algorithms in solving constrained and unconstrained optimization problems. Selection of appropriate control parameters in any DE is known to be a difficult problem. To overcome this, a considerable number of differential evolution algorithms have been introduced, which use adaptive or self-adaptive mechanisms to adapt the control parameters. Although the self-adaptive variants demonstrated better performances in comparison to DE forms with fixed control parameters, not all the parameters were adapted in one single run. Furthermore, only a handful of such algorithms have been used to solve constrained optimization problems.
In our proposed approach, three sets of parameter values were initialized, one each for the amplification factor, crossover rate, and population size. For a defined number of generations, each individual in the population was assigned to a random combination, and the normalized success for each combination was recorded. Subsequently, the number of combinations was reduced until a restart point, where the success counters were reset.
The performance of the proposed algorithm was analyzed on three well known benchmark problem sets. Two of them are constrained problem sets and the third one is an unconstrained problem set. Based on the obtained results, the best number of combinations were 63 (F sst = {0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 0.99} and CR set = {0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 0.99}). An interesting conclusion was that the proposed algorithm was able to save the computational time by 14.48% in comparison to a DE algorithm with a single combination of parameters, based on a comparative study of CEC2006 test problems.
Based on the CEC2010 test problems, the proposed algorithm showed outstanding performance on the small scale test problems with several characteristics (rotated and/or shifted and/or multimodal). In addition to this, the algorithm showed superior performance as compared to the state-of-the-art algorithms in the context of problems with large dimensions. As for the CEC2005 test problems, the algorithm confirmed its superiority over the state-of-the-art algorithms.
Finally, our approach started with the parameter settings suggested in the literature and was able to find better control parameter settings. These control parameters helped improve the efficiency of DE when solving both constrained and unconstrained optimization problems considered in this research.
As a future work, we intend to apply this concept with different population based algorithms and use them to solve real-world optimization problems. We also intend to extend this paper by combining operator adaptation (such as mutation and crossover) in DE. Finally, solving other problems, such as multiobjective and dynamic problems, will be an interesting future direction.
Link for supplementary materials: http://seit.unsw.adfa. edu.au/staff/sites/rsarker/SM-TEC-Sarker.pdf.
